
Boat Stats FALCON
Length 19’ 6”/ 5.95m
Beam 18.7” / 47.5cm
Depth 13.39” / 34cm
Paddler 5' - 6’ 3”/ 1.5m - 1.9m
Capacity 245lbs / 110kg
Cockpit W NA
Cockpit L NA

Weights FALCON
Alpha 24.5lbs / 11.1kg
Excel 25.6lbs / 11.6kg
Multi-Sport 34.2lbs / 15.5kg
Advantage 32.4lbs / 14.7kg

Grade Construction

Gelcoat finished Kevlar and carbon fiber 
sandwich construction with Nomex 

honeycomb core. Epoxy resin laminate 
heat cured in the mold.

Excel

Alpha

Clear finished carbon fiber sandwich 
construction with Nomex honeycomb core. 

Epoxy resin laminate heat cured in the 
mold.

Multi-Sport

Durable single-skin carbon/Kevlar epoxy
 hull w/Clear gelcoat. Epoxy infused

fiberglass and Soric core-mat sandwich
 construction with a gelcoated deck.

Advantage
Gelcoat finished fiberglass infused 

sandwich construction with Soric core-
mat. Epoxy resin laminate heat cured in 

the mold.

Kayaks & Surf Skis
The Stellar Falcon Surfski: An amalgamation of the SEA, SEI G2 and S18SX. High stability and low wetted surface area and improved 
rocker and stern fairing makes this boat fast on the �ats and agile in the swell.  The 3rd generation seat has a very rounded back to 
eliminate hot spots and increase rotation for a more powerful stroke.  With an optimized rudder position and a more rounded keel in 
the stern, the Falcon is a very agile boat, similar to that of a much shorter Surfski.  Innovative features include water shedding bow 
and stern handles, inboard set cockpit handles and an improved volume in the bow deck for a drier ride. If you want a boat for all 
conditions – this is it!

1: Streamlined bow & stern handles and recesses
2: Extra volume in the deck to shed water
3: Big cutaway for a tight catch
4: Dual Footbace setting for paddler height range
5: Water bottle holder and venturi drain
6: 3rd generation rounded seat for 
     good rotation & comfort

7: Bungee Deck lines for storing gear
8: Overstern steering fittings
9: Ample stern rocker & rounded keel for excellent steering
10: Standard understern steering 
11: High gunwales at feet for a dry ride and 
       low at the bucket for easier re-entry
12: Slender bow for reduced drag
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Stellar FALCON, Surf Ski
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FALCON Surf Ski
     Length:  19’ 6” / 5.95m 
     Beam:  18.7“ / 47.5cm

www.StellarKayaksUSA.comNorth American Sales/Distribution:
Email: Deb@stellarkayaksusa.com
O�ce Phone: (413) 225-3125
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